Abstract. We 
Introduction

Background
Computing systems are implemented in physical systems, and physical systems are simulated by computing systems. Because of the importance of the applications, there is a need for theoretically sound methods for modelling computations involving the interface between the continuous models of physical processes and the discrete models of algorithmic processes on digital computers. The theory of hardware design can reveal a number of common features between certain classes of computing and physical systems (see 36] ). Perhaps the simplest common feature is that computing and physical systems both process streams.
A stream is simply a sequence : : : a t : : : of data a t 2 A indexed by time t 2 T, i.e., a function from T to A. T i m e m a y b e discrete, when typically it is modelled by the set N of natural numbers or time may b e c o n tinuous, when typically it is modelled by the set R + of non-negative real numbers. Time may also be modelled more abstractly. Most computing systems are designed to operate in discrete time. Their underlying algorithms and architectures are designed to process in nite streams of data such a s s t r e a m s o f b i t s a n d b ytes. Numerous examples of such systems can be found among computers, application speci c chips, operating systems and networks. The theoretical development of systolic arrays, data ow architectures and distributed parallel systems in computing have motivated a great deal of research on stream processing with discrete time. See the recent s u r v ey 41] , for example. It should also be noted that discrete time streams are basic for computer modelling methods such a s n e u r a l n e t works 1], cellular automata 59], and coupled map lattices 8, 26, 28] .
Most physical systems operate in continuous time. Their mathematical models can also be viewed as processing continuous streams. For example, partial di erential equations specify a function that describes the behaviour of a system from an initial state under streams of input, such a s w ave forms, boundary conditions, etc. There has been relatively little research on computing with continuous streams though recently the subject has been studied as part of the design of hybrid systems (see e.g. 16] ).
In numerical modelling both discrete and continuous stream processing are fundamental. Solution techniques for solving di erential equations, such a s n i t e di erence and nite element methods, are based on the discretisation of time and space. They involve methods for approximating continuous streams by discrete streams. Both discrete and continuous streams are needed in modelling hybrid systems for control and instrumentation.
In the light of these observations the following problem is important:
To create a computability theory for stream processing over abstract data types that can be applied to continuous and discrete models of physical and computing systems.
Domain representations of streams and stream transformers
In this paper we present a uni ed semantic treatment of discrete and continuous streams, and stream transformers. We will focus on problems concerning the continuity and computability of streams and stream transformers, and we will emphasise continuous streams. The framework is based on domain representation theory, which is a theory of representing topological algebras using domains 47]. The topological algebras are used to model data types, and the domains are used to model implementations of data types. Domain theory is an abstract theory of approximation of spaces and functions, aimed at isolating the structures underlying computation. A domain is an ordered set of approximations on which functions that are continuous in an order-theoretic sense are de ned. Of special importance is the fact that domain theory possesses elegant theories of (i) constructions of spaces of continuous functions and (ii) e ectively computable domains. At the heart of the subject is an intimate relation between computability a n d c o n tinuity.
Domain representation theory allows domains to model concrete representations of topological algebras. To a topological algebra A is associated an algebraic domain D A from which a subset D R A is selected to make a representation of A via a continuous map : D R A ! A. O n c hoosing a domain representation, problems about the computability and continuity of functions on topological algebras are translated to corresponding problems about domains (for which there is an excellent theory).
Our uni ed semantic framework for stream computation is as follows. Let R and T be topological algebras of time, A and B topological algebras of data, and (R ! B) and (T ! A) sets of streams. A stream transformer is a function F: ( R ! B) ! (T ! A):
We will allow T and R to be both discrete and continuous models of time, and allow A and B to be discrete or continuous data types. There are 16 cases in total.
Discrete time is identi ed with the natural numbers N or the integers Z (with the discrete topology) and continuous time with the real numbersR + or R (with the Euclidean topology) depending on whether or not there is a starting time.
In particular, the framework can be applied to a complete range of computing applications, including analogue-digital transformations of the form The study of properties of F, s u c h as computability, i s t h us reduced to the study of properties of F.
Despite the smooth theory of domains, this process is not straight-forward because of the relation: computability implies continuity.
One problem we m ust deal with is that our uni ed framework must cope with computing with non-continuous streams.
For example, consider the sets of continuous and discrete data streams in continuous time:
(R ! 0 1]) and (R ! f 0 1g):
In the rst case, many applications require models based on the subset of continuous streams (e.g., wave functions). However, in the second case every non-trivial application involving discrete signals will need discontinuous functions (since the only continuous functions R ! f 0 1g are constant functions In this paper we will explain the above mathematical framework. In Section 2 the basic ideas about streams and stream transformers will be de ned and several examples of transformations of time and data in streams will be presented to motivate the technical development. In Section 3 we summarise the essential ideas about algebraic domains, function spaces and e ective domains that we will use. In Section 4 we explain the method of domain representation for topological algebra, including the problem of approximate representations of discontinuous functions. In Section 5 we consider domain representations of stream spaces. Finally, in Section 6 we show how domain representations of stream transformations for continuous streams and for non-zeno signals are chosen and applied.
This paper is part of a series of articles on the theory of domain representations of topological algebras 43{47]. We rst considered discrete time stream computation in 46]. We thank our colleagues in the NADA W orking Group for the several stimulating debates on the problems of stream computation starting with the debate led by Jan Bergstra at the rst NADA meeting at Munich 1 9 9 4 and the NADA stream workshop 1995 hosted by Helmut Schwichtenberg and Hans Leiss at Elmau. We a l s o h a ve bene tted from discussions on the subject with Je Zucker (McMaster), and Neal Harman and Matthew Poole (Swansea).
2 Basic properties of streams and stream transformers
General de nitions
There are several notions of streams and stream transformers in the literature. In this paper we will restrict ourselves to the simplest and, in our view, the most natural notion.
De nition 2.1. Let T be a set of data modelling time and let A be any nonempty set of data. A stream is a total function ': T ! A. The set of all streams from T to A is called the complete stream space from T to A. A stream space from T to A is simply a subset of the complete stream space from T to A and is usually denoted (T ! A). Time can be discrete or continuous. To model discrete time we c hoose the ordered structure of natural numbers N, in the case time has an initial starting point, or Z, in case there is no starting point. For simplicity in the exposition we will usually model discrete time by N. Thus a stream with discrete time is for us simply an in nite sequence of data.
To model continuous time we c hoose the ordered structure of non-negative real numbers R + , in the case time has an initial starting point, or R, in case there is no starting point. For simplicity w e will usually model continuous time by R, except when an initial starting point is essential. A stream with continuous time is often called a signal.
There are well-established notions of computability on N and R and hence on our chosen models of discrete and continuous time. Classical models of computability on the natural numbers are well-known 9, 15, 40] . Computability m o dels on R have been developed since the 1950's 7, 17, 29, 37].
Our data set A is in general simply a set or an algebra. In order to discuss computability of streams and stream transformers we need to have notions of computability on our data algebras as well.
For discrete algebras we h a ve the usual notion of computability induced by the computability o n N in the sense of computable algebra 12, 30, 38, 47, 49] .
For uncountable algebras we need a notion of computability in terms of concrete approximations. Topology can be seen as an abstract theory of approximation where an open set approximates all its elements. Usually, but not always, our data type is a metric algebra. Of course, every discrete space can be given a discrete metric inducing the discrete topology. Assumption 2.2. All our data types are t o p ological algebras.
There are several approaches to computability on topological algebras including Type-2 computability by Weihrauch 57] , recursive metric spaces by Moschovakis 34] , and the approach c hosen in this paper, domain representation. See 48] for a discussion of the relationship between these and other approaches.
Having topologies on both time and data allows us to talk about continuity of streams. Consider streams from continuous time into a discrete data set, i.e., signals. Then the only continuous streams are the constant streams. Non-continuous streams from continuous time to discrete data exist in abundance in models used in computing. Thus our theory of streams and stream transformations must accommodate them. In order to model non-continuous streams we use approximate representations in the function space domains. In this way stream spaces containing non-continuous streams (more precisely quotients of such) obtain an induced topology from the representing domains. Thus we m a y, v i a the use of domains, speak about continuity of stream transformers also in this case.
We n o w turn to the notion of a stream transformer.
De nition 2.3. Let (R i ! B i ) a n d ( T j ! A j ) be stream spaces for 1 i m and 1 j n. A stream transformer is a functional F:
Thus a stream transformer is a function which takes nitely many streams as input and gives nitely many streams as output. Usually, for the simplicity of the exposition, we will restrict ourselves to the case m = n = 1. This is not as restrictive a s i t r s t m a y appear. It is often the case that all input times R i can be identi ed with some common input time R and similarly for T j and T.
In this case we h a ve and we m a y consider F to be a stream transformer having one stream as input and giving one stream as output.
The value F(')(t) of a stream transformer F: ( R ! B) ! (T ! A) a t t i m e t may in general depend on the entire input stream '. This is not reasonable for stream transformers modelling physical devices. Also from a computability point of view it is unreasonable to require in nite information in order to compute a nite object.
Assume that time R has an initial point 0. Then a stream transformer F: ( R ! B) ! (T ! A) is said to satisfy \causality", or is \ nitely determined", if for each t 2 T there is an r 2 R such that the value of F(') a t t is determined by ' restricted to the interval between 0 and r. It is clear that causality of a stream transformer F is intimately connected with the \continuity" of F. The latter will be de ned via the domain representation of stream transformers.
Some examples of streams and stream transformers
First we consider some examples of streams. Then we g i v e a few general forms of stream transformers in which the main idea is to separate time conversions from data conversions. We start with a simple model and then give some extensions. In each case the models will rst be motivated by an example.
Discrete time streams. Streams of the form f: N ! A, where A is a nonempty s e t , o c c u r throughout computing. Hardware systems are modelled using streams and stream transformers: at low l e v els of digital design, the data sets of bits and k-bit words, Bit = f0 1g and Word k = B i t k are used to represent i n tegers, addresses, ags, reals, pixels, etc. Devices operate in time using one or more discrete clocks, each represented by N A signal transition from low to high in f takes place at time t when the continuous wave ' passes a threshold value . F urthermore, the threshold value is a physical quantity that is not known exactly but to within a range ; " + "] and the time t is not known exactly but within a range t ; t + ]:
Any waveform ' that enters the threshold range during the time range has the same square wave abstraction, see Figure 1 . A device technology determines some " and such t h a t i t i s t e c hnically impossible to distinguish two (reasonable, steep) wave forms that pass through the box.
Single access stream transformers. Let us look at a very simple type of stream transformation. Suppose that a stream transformer simply transforms its input data at some point in time and outputs the result at some later time. Notice that we are confronted by a boundary problem at t = 0, which is handled by giving an arbitrary value. So let us now suppose that t > 0. The rst thing to do when given a stream and a time at which to compute the new stream is to calculate the time of interest in the input stream by a function (t) = t ; 1.
Secondly, use the input stream ' to get the input value at the appropriate time.
Thirdly, calculate the output data from the input data by means of the function (n) = 2 n. The important feature of the single access model is that it allows us to discuss time and data transformations independently. f(x):
Instead of max we could have a n y o f a n umber of common operations, e.g., the integral 
Time transformations
In the models exhibited so far we h a ve extracted time and data transformations as parts of stream transformers. The data transformations considered are arbitrary functions on data. However, time transformations are of special interest and we will now look at some of the most fundamental time transformations. Constant delay is modelled by a time transformation of the form We can adjust for two clocks running at di erent speeds by a time transformation of the form (t) = kt where k is the number of time units that passes on the input clock during one time unit on the output clock. Hence, using the single access functional of De nition 2.5, a stream transformer which outputs every other datum of a discrete stream is given by (' id)
where (t) = 2 t.
If the input and output clocks run at the same speed but are out of phase, then this can be modelled by (t) = t ; m where m is the time o set. The o set is positive if the output time is ahead of the input time. There is a di erence between a delay and the o set considered here since a delay cannot be negative whereas the time o set may be negative.
We h a ve exhibited three di erent time transformations which are linear and can be used regardless of time being discrete or continuous. However, sometimes it is desirable to consider non-linear time transformations.
Here is a useful general class of time transformations.
De nition 2.10. A mapping : T ! R is a retiming if (0) = 0 and is surjective and monotonic with respect to the orderings on T and R.
In the case that T and R are discrete clocks this notion of retiming is easy to understand and useful in both theoretical investigations and design exercises.
It was introduced in a study of the design of digital correlators and further developed through applications to UARTs and micro processors, see 18, 19, 22, 23, 25] . A retiming : T ! R relates discrete clocks as in Figure 2 . The gure illustrates the set ;1 (r) = ft 2 T : start (r) t < start (r + 1 ) g where start (r) = (least t) (t) = r].
State transformations
Consider a server responding to requests. We assume that the requests appear at discrete times. The requests and the responses are easily seen to be streams, leaving us with the conclusion that the server should be modelled as a stream transformer.
The server typically has an internal state which governs the responses to the requests. We consider a server that has an internal state and is working in The typing of the functions state and out does not fall within our de nition of stream transformers since we h a ve a l l o wed them to take arguments other than streams as parameters.
The analogue to digital converter
The analogue to digital converter (AD-converter) is a device which samples an analogue electrical signal at discrete times and gives discrete approximations of the analogue signal at those times.
We start by giving a very simple model of an idealistic AD-converter. where (x) = (x) = bxc. T h e n G is a simple AD-converter.
We will now try to model a hardware AD-converter more faithfully. A hardware AD-converter will rst bound the input signal to some closed interval. It will then sample the input stream at discrete points in time. More advanced converters will sample the input stream at several time points for every value it outputs, this is called oversampling. The output value is then calculated from the sampled values by some ltering algorithm.
Note that we h a ve n o t made any e o r t to model the anomalous behaviour that hardware can exhibit if the input is widely out of range.
Example 2.12. We will model a 16-bit AD-converter with an output rate of 10 kHz, an oversampling factor of 100, and which converts the interval 0 V to 5 V .
The bounding step now a m o u n ts to bounding the input signal (stream) to the interval 0 V to 5 V. Let B: ( R + ! R) ! (R + ! R) be de ned by
where is given by (x) = max(0 min(x 5)):
Clearly, B is a stream transformer bounding the input stream in the desired way.
The sampling step can now be modelled similar to our trivial AD-converter example above. We model the sampling step by S:
where ( Our hardware AD-converter can now simply be modelled by composing the bounding, sampling and ltering stream tranformers given above. Thus we de ne our AD-converter AD:
2.6 DA-conversion or curve tting A digital signal ' can be seen as a function from N to some discrete set (usually a nite set). We assume that the values of the digital signal form a nite subset of R. We also assume that the discrete time is embedded into continuous time by an increasing function . Hence every pair ( (n) ' (n)) is a point in the space R + R. To convert a digital signal to an analogue signal we need to extend the enumerable set of points in R + R to a function in (R + ! R). Figure 4 indicates a few alternatives of how a digital signal ' may b e converted into a continuous signal. The rst is to extend the point set to a step function (this is the normal description of a hardware DA-converter), the second makes a linear approximation and the third uses polynomials of degree three.
It is easy to describe the DA-converting stream transformers above. This is done for the linear case in the example below. It is easy to see that there are two time transformations in operation here, namely, 1 (t) = bt ; 1c and 2 (t) = btc. H o wever, the data transformation does not depend only on the input data at both of these times, but also on the time t.
Hence this stream transformer does not fall into any of the previously discussed general forms of stream transformers.
Signal transformations
A signal is a stream with continuous time and discrete data. Normally, when considering signals, we consider time with a starting point, i. As mentioned earlier, the only continuous functions from R + into a discrete data set A are the constant functions. Thus the class of continuous signals is no more interesting than the data set A. On the other hand it should be clear, and will be apparent later, that the class of all signals is too wide when considering signal operators. For example, the signal taking the value 0 at rational time points and the value 1 at irrational time points is too irregular to be distinguished by a reasonable operator. >From the discussion of signals in Section 2.2 we see that in order to model digital systems it su ces to consider the following subclass of signals.
De nition 2.14. Let A be a discrete countable set. A non-zeno signal over A is a stream ': R + ! A such t h a t ' is continuous at 0 and for each t > 0, ' has only nitely many discontinuities in 0 t ].
Thus a signal is a step function with nitely many jumps on 0 t ].
We now consider single and multiple access signal operators. We need to slightly strengthen the notion of retiming (De nition 2.10).
De nition 2.15. A mapping : R + ! R + is a strict retiming if (i) is surjective and monotonic
(ii) (0) = 0 and (iii) (t) < (t 0 ) whenever Init( ) t < t 0 , where Init( ) = supft 2 R + : (t) = 0g. Note that a strict retiming is continuous. Proof. Let ': R + ! B be non-zeno. Then F(')(t) = ('( (t))): Assume that ' is discontinuous at t 0 < t 1 < : : : . Then ' is discontinuous at precisely ;1 (t 0 ) < ;1 (t 1 ) < : : : , and hence the set of discontinuities of F(') i s c o n tained in f ;1 (t 0 ) ;1 (t 1 ) : : : g. N o w, t 0 > 0 since ' is non-zeno, so ;1 (t 0 ) > 0, i.e. F(') is continuous at 0. Similarly, by the monotonicity o f , ;1 (t 0 ) < ;1 (t 1 ) < : : : is unbounded in R + , unless nite. u t
The theorem clearly extends to multiple access signal operators.
Domains
In this section we will brie y review some basic and relevant parts of domain theory. W e concentrate on giving the notions and some results that are needed for our analysis. All proofs are omitted and can be found in the basic reference 42]. Let Recall that consistent completeness is used to prove t h e a b o ve properties. In fact, the class of algebraic cpo's is not closed under the function space construction.
Preliminaries on domains
E ective domains
In this section we brie y recall some basic notions of e ectivity or computability on domains. We start by recalling some general notions. When regarding computability on a cusl we are often not only interested in having a decidable ordering but also having a decidable consistency relation and the ability to compute suprema of nite consistent sets. Therefore we consider a cusl to be a structure of the form P = ( P v Cons t ?): De nition 3.6. Let P be a cusl. Then (P ) is a computable cusl if is a computable numbering of the structure P = (P v Cons t ?). A domain D
is an e ective domain if there is such t h a t ( D c ) is a computable cusl. We denote this e ective domain by ( D ).
It is clear from earlier remarks about the function space that if D and E are e ective domains then so is D ! E] w i t h a n umbering obtained uniformly from the numberings of D and E.
We n o w extend computability from the cusl of computable elements to the whole domain. De It can be shown that the numbering is the unique one satisfying (i) and (ii), up to recursive equivalence, see 42] . This numbering is the \correct" one since it identi es e ectiveness and computability for functions. The usual way to construct a domain representation of a space X is to consider an approximation structure of concrete approximations of X. A n a p p r o ximation structure most often takes the form of a cusl P = ( P v ?). Then the representing domain is the ideal completion Idl(P ) of P. A space X will have many domain representations. It is up to the \user" to choose a representation appropriate for his or her purposes. We refer to 47] for a discussion of approximation structures. We see that an e ective domain representation of a topological space X induces e ectivity o n X. T h us the e ectivity o f X in the sense described here is dependent on the e ective domain representation chosen. It is shown in 48] that other notions of e ectivity considered in the literature for topological spaces and algebras, such as the algebra of real numbers R, are obtainable from e ective domain representations, showing that the method of domain representation is not only exible and general but also has su cient strength.
For a discrete space X we have a domain representation (X ? X id). Here is another representation providing more information in the sense of having a richer set of approximations.
Example 4.5. Let X be a discrete topological space and let E = fXg P f (X) n f g be the domain of nite subsets of X ordered by r e v erse inclusion. Let E R consist of all singleton sets in E. Then (E E R ) is a domain representation of X where (fxg) = x, i n f a c t , E R = X:
We will denote the domain E by P f (X).
Standard representations of metric spaces
We will brie y describe how to construct a d o m a i n representation of a metric space X. The domain representation constructed here will be referred to as a standard domain representation.
De nition 4.6. Let X be a metric space and let P be a family of non-empty closed subsets of X, c o n taining X but not . T h e n P is a closed neighbourhood system for X if the following are satis ed:
(i) if F F 0 2 P and F \ F 0 6 = then F \ F 0 2 P, a n d (ii) if x 2 U, w h e r e U is open, then (9F 2 P)(x 2 F ^F U).
Here F denotes the interior of F. A closed neighbourhood system P is a cusl when ordered by r e v erse inclusion.
Clearly each metric space has a closed neighbourhood system since metric spaces are regular.
Let X be a metric space with metric d and choose a closed neighbourhood system P for X. L e t D be the ideal completion of the cusl (P v X ), where v is reverse inclusion. For F 2 P we l e t diam(F ) = sup A discrete topological space X can be given a discrete metric. Then (X ? X id) is (isomorphic to) a standard representation of X in the sense above. Similarly, the representation in Example 4.5 is a standard representation of X.
Representing relations and non-continuous functions
Streams need not be continuous. Thus, in order to represent s u c h a stream space by a function space domain, we need a way to represent a non-continuous function by a continuous function between domains. By Proposition 4.4 we know t h a t this is impossible. We have t o settle for representing non-continuous functions approximately.
An analogous problem is how to represent a relation on a space. A canonical example is the space of real numbers R. How d o w e represent t h e relation? The problem is that relations in terms of their characteristic functions are often not continuous.
Let X be a topological space and let B = ftrue falseg be the discrete boolean space. An n-ary relation P on X can be identi ed with its characteristic function c P : X ! B de ned by c P (a 1 : : : a n ) = true if P(a 1 : : : a n ) false if :P(a 1 : : : a n ):
The idea is to represent the possibly non-continuous characteristic function continuously in such a way that it gives exact values at points of continuity and only proper approximations at points of discontinuity. W e know t h a t t h i s i s t h e best possible.
Let (D D R ) be a domain representation of X and let P beann-ary relation on X. De We s a y t h a t c P represents c P or P approximately. It is well-known that is not decidable or even semidecidable on the recursive reals R k , the problem being that equality o n R k is not semidecidable. (Equality is cosemidecidable, i.e., 6 = is semidecidable.) This is re ected by the discontinuity of c .
We n o w w ant to generalise the continuous representation of relations to continuous representations of non-continuous functions. The idea is the same. We want our representation to be exact at points of continuity and as good as possible in terms of approximations at points of discontinuity. Here is the de nition. De nition 4.11. However, thanks to our choice of representation for Z we are able to obtain much information also at points of discontinuity. This illustrates the importance of choosing appropriate representations of the data types. Had we c hosen Z ? to represent Z then the representation of the oor function would provide no information at points of discontinuity.
We close this section by s h o wing that under rather general conditions, satised by the representations considered in this paper, there is a best continuous approximate representation of an arbitrary function, if there is one at all. It should be remarked that in the cases of streams that we c o n s i d e r w e always have an approximate representation (see Theorem 5.2) and hence a best approximate representation. However, this representation is best only in the sense of the domain ordering. It may not be the best in the sense of computability, i.e. there may be a computable representation even though the best representation is not computable. Of course, the latter only a ects the values at points of discontinuity. 
But by t h e h ypotheses on (E E R Y ) the supremum f 1 (x) t f 2 (x) exists and Y ( f 1 (x) t f 2 (x)) = f( X (x)): Now assume f is discontinuous at X (x). Then there are y 1 y 2 2 E R such t h a t Y (y 1 ) = Y (y 2 ) = f( X (x)) and f 1 (x) v y 1 and f 2 (x) v y 2 . Again, by the assumptions on (E E R Y ), f 1 (x) t f 2 (x) v y 1 t y 2 2 E R and (y 1 t y 2 ) = f( X (x)). We conclude that f 1 and f 2 are consistent and f 1 t f 2 2 A f , that is, A f is directed.
Let f = F A f . W e need to show t h a t f 2 A f . L e t x 2 D R be such that f is continuous at X (x) and let g 2 A f . Then g(x) v f(x) and g(x) 2 E R so f(x) 2 E R and
Now suppose f is discontinuous at X (x). Let y 2 E R be the maximal element such that Y ( y) = f( X (x)). The assumptions on (E E R Y ) imply that such To simplify the presentation we make the assumption that discrete time is modelled by N and continuous time is modelled by R. The reader can easily modify all arguments for the mentioned variants of models for time. Thus the complete stream space from T to A has an approximate domain representation using the function space obtained from standard domain representations of time and data. Of course, a discrete space is a metric space when given a discrete metric.
Recall that R c , the cusl of compact elements of R, consists of all closed intervals with rational endpoints and R, ordered by r e v erse inclusion. contains representations of all streams from T to A. The representations are, however, only approximate on points of discontinuity. From a computational point of view this is quite reasonable. We cannot compute exactly on continuous data types, including continuous time, we can only compute on approximations of data. At points of continuity w e obtain approximations of arbitrary precision. At points of discontinuity w e can only expect proper approximations. However, with an appropriate choice of domain representation this may nonetheless produce important information. u t Finally we note that for a computable non-zeno signal ', the set of recursive reals at which ' is continuous is semidecidable (recall the exact de nition in Section 3.2). For ' is continuous at x if, and only if, On the other hand there is an intuitive feeling that a stream transformer that we w ould want to model should be continuous in the sense that approximations to the value of an output stream at a speci c time should only depend on a \ nite" part or approximation of the input stream. In order to make this precise we need to model approximations of streams, and for this our method of domain representability is natural. The theorem follows from the fact that T is locally compact and that standard domain representations of T and A are used. The proof of the general fact appears in Blanck 3] . The special case of T = A = R appears in di Gianantonio 14] .
Transformations of continuous streams
In order to answer the question initially posed in this section, we r s t p r o ve the following general lifting theorem. u t De nition 6.6. A space X is arcwise connected if for every pair of distinct points x 1 x 2 2 X there is a continuous embedding h: 0 1] ! X such that Lemma 6.7. Let X be a metric space with a standard r epresentation (E E R ). Suppose X is arcwise connected a n d e ach F 2 E c is arcwise connected. Then the function space r epresentation ( R ! E] R ! E] R ) is dense.
Note that the representation R of R satis es the hypotheses. Similarly there is a standard representation of R n satisfying the hypotheses. Let ' 2 R + ! B ? ] be a non-zeno representation of ' 2 NZ(R + ! B). Let t 1 < t 2 < : : : be the exceptional set for the representation ' of '. We claim that F( ') is a non-zeno representation of F(') with exceptional set ;1 (t 1 ) < ;1 (t 2 ) < : : : .
Suppose '(0) = x and choose such t h a t 0 < < t 1 that is, F( ')(I 0 ) = F(')(0).
Similarly, F( ')(I t ) = F(')(t) w h e n t 6 = ;1 (t i ) for any i. Remark 6.14. Theorems 6.12 and 6.13 easily extend to multiple access stream transformers on non-zeno signals with essentially the same proof.
Concluding remarks
We h a ve g i v en an introduction to streams and stream transformations with an emphasis on transformations of both discrete and continuous time streams and their connections. We have posed the problem of creating a uni ed semantic framework for analysing the computability of the 16 di erent kinds of stream transformations F: ( R ! B) ! (T ! A) that depend upon whether time T and R, and data A and B, are discrete or continuous.
In this paper we have given a solution to the problem. It is based on the theory of algebraic domain representations for topological spaces and algebras.
Speci cally, w e h a ve demonstrated that the domain methods can be successfully applied to all cases of transformations of continuous streams.
In addition, we have explored the problem of representing discontinuous streams, such as commonly arise in models based on signals T ! A, where time T is continuous and data A is discrete. The computability of transformations of discontinuous streams is an interesting subject about which little is known, at present.
Other general approaches to computability in topological spaces may provide alternate solutions to the problem of creating a general theory of stream computability. For example, e ective metric space theory 34] or Weihrauch's TTE 57] may be applied, although these approaches are known to be equivalent with algebraic domain representations 48].
